Did You Miss It...!

A unique and first of its kind workshop on “Challenges Due To Change In Land Use & Rainwater Pattern For Storm Water Collection, Treatment & Disposal” was organized by IEI, Maharashtra State Centre in association with Department of Urban Development, Govt. of Maharashtra on 09th October, 2015 at Maharashtra State Centre premises in Mumbai. 61 delegates from Municipal Corporation Municipal Council, Town Planning Department, MHADA, CIDCO, Consultants and Material Suppliers participated in the workshop.

Shri.M.B.Dagaonkar, Council Member, IEI welcome the delegates and highlighted the need of such workshop for capacity building.

Shri.R.V.Saraf, Convener of the workshop gave the Theme Address. He explained the need of capacity building of engineers to handle different issue of environment. He presented the impact of change in land use & rainfall pattern. Rain water runoff changes from 10% on natural ground to 80% on concreted surface. It means run off rate increases by 800%. He has given the example of manmade flood of Mithi River and flood like situation recently occurred in Nagpur. He explained the various sub themes and introduced the resource persons, their topics and details of the program. He stated that the engineers have to think seriously about the storm water management.

Shri. L.S. Vhatkar in his address as Chief Guest appreciated the concept of the workshop. He said that MCGM has worked over the problems and made efforts to find out sustainable solutions. However, lot of work is to be done. Public awareness and participation is must in storm water management. He said that many more such workshops should be organized by The Institution of Engineers (India). Er Abhay Kimmatkar, Hon. Secretary, IEI Maharashtra State Centre briefly introduced the program of the day. Shri.Vijay Kamble, Past Chairman Belapur Center, compared the program.

11 resource persons delivered lectures during the workshop. All the delegates actively participated in the group discussion held during the workshop. Expectation from IEI was one of the sub themes for all group discussion. All groups said that they want such type of activity should be repeated and IEI should come forward to provide training & upgrading of knowledge of the engineers.

Forthcoming Events.....!

1 Seminar on “Bentley’s Structural Solutions” on Wednesday, 18.11.2015 at 04.00 p.m. at Haji Ali, Mumbai.

STADD Engineers in association with Indian Society of Structural Engineers (ISSE) and our Centre is organizing the above seminar.

Registration is FREE but NECESSARY.

Seminar will be followed by DINNER.

For more details and registration please contact Mr. Hari Sawant on Tel.: (022) 24308872.
Our Centre is organizing the above lecture.

Shri Anand K. Ghurye, Holistic Management Consultant will deliver the above lecture.

Registration is FREE but NECESSARY.

HIGH TEA will be served.

For registration please call us on (M) 9820392726 or on Tel.Nos. (022) 23543650 / 23542943 or on email: maharashtra sacrificeindia.org


The course is designed for owners/users, civil engineers, architects, builders, contractors, supervisors. Society office bearers from top management to grass root level staff.

Our training includes structural audit, upgrading (house-keeping, regular maintenance, repairs, rehabilitation); fixing leakage and waterproofing of existing RCC Buildings and a total new concept to construct RCC buildings (structures) durable without leakage with practical of acrylic polymer-based flexible membrane waterproofing system.

About the Speaker:

Mr. Jayakumar Jivraj Shah is an expert, (Durability, Repair, Waterproofing).

He has completed his Bachelor of Engineering in Civil Engineering in 1957 from then Bombay University - from VJTI. He was awarded Gibbs Prize in 1952 - for ranking First in Physics in Inter Science from Ruia College. He has worked for 33 years with Hindustan Construction mainly on projects as Project Manager both in India & Abroad. Later two years United Nations Specialist to Government of Jamaica.

He was the co-opted member in the committee instituted by Maharashtra Government to investigate sub-standard buildings built by CIDCO (2004).

He was interviewed by Shri Raju Parulekar on e-TV Marathi in programme 'Samvad' on 27th & 28th of June 2006 on the subject 'Leakage & Cracks'.

His biography is included in various directories of 'Marquis Who's Who USA'

He is the author of following two books on Repair & Durability:


b) A Handy Guide for Constructing RCC Buildings (Structures) Durable and Eco-Friendly for owners, users, Architects, Civil Engineers and Contractors.

Registration Charges:

Non-Members: Rs.1,400/- per head.
Members of IE(1), Like Minded Institutions & Housing Society Office Bearers: Rs.1,200/- per head.
Students: Rs.1,000/- per head.

A discount of Rs.300/- will be given to those who register and pay on or before 16.04.2016.

(Add 14% Service Tax on the above payments.)

Valued Sponsors/Co-Sponsors are welcome.

All Payments can be made in Cash, Cheque / DD drawn in favour of "The Institution of Engineers (India), Maharashtra State Centre".
For more details and registration please contact Mr.J.J.Shah on 9819242849 and the Centre's office on (M) 9820392726 or on Tel.Nos. (022) 23543650 / 23542943 or on email: maharashtraiec@iieindia.org.

Local Centre Activities

Pune

The Institution of Engineers (India), Pune Local Centre under the aegis of Marine Engineering Division Board, IEI and in association with Tolani Maritime Institute, Pune & The Institute of Marine Engineers (India), Pune branch will be organizing the Twenty-Ninth National convention of Marine Engineers and National Seminar on “Challenges in Maritime Education & Training - Road Forward” on 20th – 21st November, 2015 at Tolani Maritime Institute, Induri, Pune.

For details please contact Prof.K.K.Ghosh, MIE on Tel.: (020) 25533376 / 25520239, email: punelc@iieindia.org OR Prof.A.O.Mahajan, FIE on (02114) 2422000, email: info@tml.tolani.edu

Solapur

One day seminar on “Wireless Sensor Network and Its Applications” on Sunday, 16/12/2015 at Shri Vithal Education & Research Institute’s, College of Engineering, Pandharpur. Dist. Solapur. The speakers are Eminent Personalities of Professional Societies from Pune and Akutlj.

Newly Elected Fellows (FIE) as on 30th November 2015

Mr Ramesh Waman Nikum
Dr Pandurang Ashruaba Tidke
Mr Girish Bhanudas Joshi
Mr. Arun Kumar Roy
Mr Sachin Shrikant Honawar
Prof (Dr) Vilas Arjun Pharande
Mr Sunil Balichand Kanwade

Newly Elected Members (MIE) as on 30th November 2015

Mr Veerendra Ramkrishna Deoghare
Mr Arbad Sudhir Narharrao
Ms Jyoti Chithanu Kolte
Mr Kaustubh R Usha Raikar
Mr Rajendra Ramrao Rane
Mr Mahavir B Chopda
Mr S K M Ismail
Mr Sanjay Manohar Sachdev
Mr Jain Prasad Premukth
Mr Wadhwa Naresh Gopichand
Mr Mahesh Kumar Das
Mr Jaju Ravindra Batulal
Mr Bhupesh Wamanrao Lanjewar
Mr Sanjay Mahadeo Bemklekar
Mr Sharad Narayanrao Wanikade
Mr Umesh Vishnupalik Nikam
Dr Santosh Pundlik Divekar
Mr Sawant Abhiman Arjun
Dr Shrikant Balingappa Swami
Mr Joshi Rahul Raghu
Ms Manasi Milind Agashe
Mr S N Raveendranathan
Mr Patil Vaibhav Tukaram

Newly Elected Associate Members (AMIE) as on 30th November 2015

Mr Chinchale Pramod Subhash
Mr Kumbhar Santosh G
Mr Kala Prashant Mahavir
Ms Dumeshwari Hemraj Dekate
Ms Zite Shital Dnyande
Mr Ajit Kumar
Mr Prabhudev Shivanand Irabashetti
Mr Ghane Dattu Balu
Mr Jadhav Prashant Shivaji
Ms Sneha Subhash Chavan
Ms Seema B Swamy
Mr Kataria Kunal Kanaiya Jayshree
Mr Syed Afzal Ali Syed Iqbal Ali
Mr Gangurde Nilesh Ashok Pushpa
Mr Muneeb Mojahid M F Ansari
Mr Gaikwad Dinesh Uttam Rama
Mr Parakh Aditya S
Mr Nikumb Kaushal Prakash
Mr Hire Pravin Pandit
Ms Mudita Mathur
Ms Varsha Marotrao Lanjekar
Ms Rajshree Thakre
Ms Rashmi Suresh Phasate
Mr Snehil Muniraj Meshram
Mr Sandip Pundlik Thawkar
Ms Dolly P Raut
Mr Borkar Shrikant Dinesh
Mr Bothra Manish Dilip
Mr Yemul Mahesh Devidas
Facilities available at our Centre for Members, Students and Others.

✓ Reading rooms / Meeting rooms /
Classrooms
✓ Air-conditioned Seminar Hall / Amphitheatre
✓ Library with latest books
✓ Guest Rooms (AC / Non-AC)

Training Programmes

Education is a continuous process. We need to learn at different levels. The city of Mumbai is filled with exceptionally highly educated, talented and experienced engineers willing to share their knowledge in any field of engineering. Interested members are requested to contact us on our email: maharashtra@ieindia.org

Rewarding Mechanism for “MEMBER-GET-A-MEMBER” for the Corporate Members

The vision of the President, IEI is to bring the whole engineering fraternity to the IEI family. The membership in the IEI will enhance the respect and dignity to the Members as well as create the belongingness and special attachment to the IEI family.

Therefore, each Corporate Member is requested to volunteer to act as Supporter to at least one Corporate Member, who will join IEI family during the Financial Year 2015-16 and of course, there will not be any limit to get enrolled the Members.

At the end of the Financial Year, the Corporate Member who supports a minimum number of 150 enrolments (Corporate/Non-Corporate) will enjoy the following privileges/benefits:

- The Member will be awarded with a gold medal and a certificate of appreciation during the Indian Engineering Congress by the Hon'ble President. However, no TA/DA will be admissible for this purpose.
- The Member will be empanelled as the Project Guide to the Student Members subject to fulfillment of criteria.

If undelivered please return to:

The Institution of Engineers (India)
MAHARASHTRA STATE CENTRE
15, Haji Ali Park, K. Khadye Marg, Mumbai-400034,
Mobile: 09820392726 Tel.: (022) 23543650 / 23542943 Fax: (022) 23542942
E-mail: maharashtra@ieindia.org Web: www.ieimaharashtra.org
eGroup: IEI-MaharashtraStateCentre-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
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